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Curves--- the most romantic and decorative symbols, are inspired by nature.The 
beauty of curves is embodied by flowing river, hanging branches, falling petals, 
graceful posture, lovely curls, precious shells, etc. Curves are the imagination and 
abstract of nature with natural alternation and history vicissitudes. The epurate curves 
are used for the design of clothing, utensil, furniture, architecture and so on, which 
forms different decorative culture. They meet not only the functional needs but also 
aesthetic needs.  
Curves are symbols which embody the characters of humanistic care. Either 
visually or psychologically, the curves give a sense of beauty and intimacy. They are 
line styles which are drawn either manually or by tools. The curves which develop 
with the wishes and psychology of the people can best express human emotions and 
aspirations. It can be said curves are the external reflection of emotional changes and 
the explicit form of spiritual path. Curves include the emotional characteristics of 
tolerance, harmony, romance and so on to express feelings and mind. Curves of 
various forms are decorative, expressive, flexible ,etc. In design, the decoration of 
curves meet the needs of people seeking personality; the flexibility of curves best 
embody the meticulous care of the ergonomics to humans; the serious human touch 
best express the deep humanistic care.  
Curve symbols make a more closed distance and exchange between design and 
people and lay the foundation of emotional expression for designers.  
The article explored the laws of beauty, reveal the emotional factors implied by 
curves and analylized the applications of curves in modern design. Through our 
research we uncovered the beautiful veil of the mystery and cultural connotation, 
explored the realistic significance and aesthetic value in design.  
Curve symbols in design are actually the style of ingenious application and worth 
deep study. 
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